Workday Pro
Be more competent and self-sufficient with Workday.

What is Workday Pro?
Workday Pro is a customer-focused accreditation program designed to help drive greater Workday competency and self-sufficiency for your organization. The program consists of a number of Workday Pro tracks. Each track includes relevant courses plus a written test, which is taken upon completion of all courses within the track. This program is designed for select individuals with exceptional technical and functional expertise who are able to commit the time and monetary investment needed to complete this program successfully.

Workday Pro is only available for employees of Workday customers.

Is Workday Pro right for you?
Think of Workday Pro as an investment in your success. Prior to enrolling, consider the following questions:

- Do you have a stated strategy to be as self-sufficient as possible?
- Do you have a track record of investing in self-sufficiency projects with other cloud or enterprise solutions?
- Do you want to actively engage and work side-by-side with the Workday ecosystem during your deployment project?

If the answer is “yes” to two or more of these questions, Workday Pro is likely the right program for you.

When is the right time to participate in Workday Pro?
Customers should give considerable thought to the timing and resources associated with participation in Workday Pro. To get maximum value from this accreditation program, it is best to begin the program before you have completed your initial deployment phase. This will give you the opportunity to actively work side-by-side with the Workday ecosystem.

Workday Pro Benefits
Workday Pro is much more than a simple accreditation program. There are many benefits to both the organization and the individual when accreditation is achieved and kept current.

Customers gain:
- Greater confidence in their employees’ abilities to deliver similar levels of value as an external consultant
- Lower total cost of ownership
- Faster time to value

Individuals gain:
- Increased self-sufficiency with their Workday tenant
- Enhanced ability to maintain the Workday system
- Deeper understanding of current and new releases
- Ability to extend functionality and value independently
- Recognition of a generally accepted level of Workday understanding and skill
during deployment, put into practice what you have learned, and actively build on your knowledge from the start. If you already have Workday, participation can help you to extend functionality and scope of usage with less reliance on the Workday ecosystem.

**Workday Pro eligibility**

Workday Pro is best suited for customers who want to work with the Workday ecosystem to develop a similar level of knowledge and expertise. Workday Pro is available for employees of Workday customers only. It is not intended for contingent workers or Workday's consulting ecosystem.

**Previous course work**

If you have previously and successfully completed a course within a Workday Pro track prior to enrolling in Workday Pro, you will not have to re-take the course.

**Program Commitment**

Workday Pro is an advanced, role based customer training program that enables deeper product skills with accreditation. A one-time continuing education fee will be charged to cover the written test and bi-annual update training. This bi-annual update training is required to maintain the accreditation and will enable you to stay current with new feature releases.

By investing in Workday Pro for your employees, you are investing in a process that will deliver value to your organization. The accreditation process ensures that your employees have met a generally accepted standard of Workday knowledge.

For more information on Workday Pro or other Workday Education and Training courses, please contact your Training Coordinator or visit [Workday Community](#).